2016-‘17
Educational Assembly Tour
San Diego County
We were honored to be invited to such wonderful elementary schools in San Diego County
for our educational assemblies this last year. Each assembly was provided at no cost to
the schools, as they were sponsored and donated by their local McDonald’s restaurant.
Community partnership and giving back have always been very important to us.
The following is a partial list of San Diego County elementary schools visited in 2016-‘17:
Alcott Elementary
Anza Elementary
	
  
Bobier Elementary
Boulder Oaks Elementary
Cadman Elementary
Carmel Creek Elementary
Carver Elementary
Casa de Oro Elementary
Cubberley Elementary
Descanso Elementary
Dingeman Elementary
Edison Elementary
Emerson/Bandini Elementary
Empresa Elementary
Encanto Elementary
Fletcher Hills Elementary
Hancock Elementary
Hannalei Elementary
Harborside Elementary
Hedenkamp Elementary
Ibarra Elementary
Innovations Academy
Integrity Charter School
Johnson Elementary
La Jolla Elementary

La Mesa Dale Elementary
Lafayette Elementary
Lemon Crest Elementary
Lincoln Acres Elementary
Loma Portal Elementary
Madison Elementary
Marshall Elementary
Miramar Ranch Elementary
Monte Vista Elementary
Montgomery Elementary
Mount Woodson Elementary
Olympic View Elementary
Otis Elementary
Palmer Way Elementary
Rios Elementary
Rock Springs Elementary
Ross Elementary
San Altos Elementary
Shadow Hills Elementary
Sunnyslope Elementary
Tierrasanta Elementary
Temple Heights Elementary
Torrey Pines Elementary
Vista Square Elementary
Wolf Canyon Elementary

For reviews and feedback from San Diego County Schools, please see other side.

Feedback from San Diego County Schools
“Thank you for providing such a dynamic assembly! Students really need this type of
assembly! They are still talking about it. It was interactive and well paced, engaging and
enjoyable. Thank you for investing in the lives of our students.” - Bancroft Elementary

“The kids were engaged and left very excited to utilize what they learned. Teachers had
nothing but positive feedback about the show.” – Valley Vista Elementary

“The students were able to tie your program into their school’s culture. It is programs and
assemblies such as yours that help to make school fun for students!” – Carlton Hills School.
“We were very impressed with the thought, practice, and level of entertainment and
education that was put into the show. We would love to have your assembly back and would
definitely recommend this to other schools!” – King Chavez Academy

“It was exciting how attentive and engaged our students were during the assembly.
Our students chatted about what they had learned during the assembly throughout the
day.” - Joli Ann Leichtag Elementary

“This production was entertaining and yet relevant to all ages of our students. I received
rave reviews from both children and teachers alike.” – Zamorano Elementary

“Thank you for coming to Mission Elementary and for helping make our school great! We
appreciate how McDonald’s leads by example to give back to the community to help improve
it. We hope to have your return again soon!” – Mission Elementary

